
FoxTrot Personal SearchTM Version 1

FoxTrot Personal SearchTM is a brand new application delivering the fastest, most focused and precise 
way to find data in your files. Based on CTM Development‘s revolutionary FoxTrot search engine - used in 
more than 41 countries and 24 languages by users of CTM‘s PowerMail - FoxTrot Personal Search brings 
high performance document retrieval and indexing to your most important files. For users of Mac OS X 10.4  
FoxTrot Personal Search extends Spotlight in several ways. Users of Mac OS X 10.3 and 10.2 get with  
FoxTrot Personal Search the first truly useful find-by-content solution.

FoxTrot Personal Search Version 1 is now avai-
lable at www.foxtrot.ch with unlimited search ca-
pabilities and index updates running for 60 days.

Features

• In-context display of found terms
FoxTrot Personal Search indexes file contents and meta-
data (file name, author, title and more). Instead of merely 
showing which files contain your keywords, FoxTrot Per-
sonal Search highlights these terms in a preview of the 
document itself. 
You can navigate to next and previous occurences, jump 
to a particular hit and and select text, all without needing 
to launch or switch to another application. 
FoxTrot displays full PDFs, word processing documents 
and pictures; it even plays found QuickTime movies, mp3 
files and more.

• Dynamic categorization
In order to "zero in" on the 
documents which really mat-
ter, FoxTrot lets you narrow 
the number of hits by clicking 
on several categories, which 
are dynamically generated 
based on the information and 
content of found files. This 
advanced process, derived 
from scientific investigation

techniques, lets you successively tag hits by file kind, 
age or parent folder. Dynamic categorization is a unique 
FoxTrot feature.

• Flexible relevance ranking 
Typical searches yield too many results: FoxTrot Perso-
nal Search‘s exclusive ranking mechanism weighs each 
search result, and displays most relevant documents first. 
If you‘re overwhelmed by the number of matches, a slider 
setting will repeat the search with a more discriminating 
eye.

• Wildcards, exclusions and more 
Searches are performed on full words by default; they can 
be made to include:
- words "beginning with" given characters
- all words in a search string 
- at least one of the words
- an exact phrase or portion of sentence
- any term except 
as well as complex search patterns combining several 
criteria.

advanced find-by-content for your data



Benefits

• Mac OS X 10.2.8* to 10.3.9** users
FoxTrot Personal Search delivers an ultra-fast and pre-
cise find-by-content solution for their most important 
files, at a fraction of the cost and without the hassle of 
moving to Mac OS X 10.4 (Tiger). If you are a Mac OS 
X 10.2 or 10.3 user and plan to move to Mac OS X 10.4 
mainly because of Spotlight, think twice and try FoxTrot 
Personal Search first.

* Indexing on X 10.2 supports all file names as well 
as content in PDF, rtf rich text, Unicode and plain text 
formats.

** Indexing on X 10.2 supports all file names as well 
as content in PDF, HTML, Word .doc, rtf rich text, Uni-
code and plain text formats.

• Mac OS X 10.4.x users
In addition to the above, FoxTrot Personal Search ex-
tends Spotlight by delivering a vast array of additional 
search possibilities, while supporting all the file types 
translated by the Spotlight importer plug-ins (including 
metadata indexing). The built-in document preview ad-
ditionnaly offers enhanced PDF display and navigation.

Pricing

FoxTrot Personal Search Version 1 single-user licenses 
are available at 29 Euro (approximately: 35 US$ depen-
ding on exchange rates) from www.foxtrot.ch.

5-user packs cost only 99 Euro.

For company or site licensing, kindly contact us at: 
ctm-sales@ctmdev.com.

What Users Say

"Having used FoxTrot search capabilities within Power-
Mail for two years, I‘m delighted to see these now avai-
lable for the rest of my data. In fact, I was so thrilled 
at the announcement that I paid for my copy before the 
software was available - and haven‘t regretted since."
Marco Osti, Italy (customer #000001)

"...In addition to providing an outstanding text based e- 
mail program, CTM provides excellent technical support 
to supplement its user‘s help message exchange group. 
I‘m pleased to be among those who use FoxTrot and 
PowerMail daily."
Nicholas Keck, California

"FoxTrot Personal Search really brings a new dimen-
sion to managing relevant files on my PowerBook. I 
previously had to come up with file names and complex 
folder structures just be able to find information; 
thanks to FoxTrot Personal Search, I now store thou-
sands of documents of various types in a single folder 
and instantly find exactly what I had been looking for."
G. Christen, Zürich Switzerland

Other FoxTrot Products

• For Windows users
FoxTrot Personal Search for Windows is currently under 
development. If you have specific needs unmet by 
current offerings, describe them in an e-mail to ctm-
info@ctmdev.com (fear no spam from us)in order to be 
included in an early test phase.

• For enterprise networks and workgroups
Cross-platform, client-server implementations of Fox-
Trot are in design and will scale from small workgroups 
to multi-processor enterprise servers and security poli-
cies. Please contact ctm-info@ctmdev.com.

• For software developers
Developers wishing to include fast find-by-content to 
their Windows, Linux, Unix or Mac OS application can 
license the FoxTrot core engine SDK for inclusion into 
their products. Please contact ctm-info@ctmdev.com for 
details.

• For Mac OS X users
Check out PowerMail Version 5 <www.ctmdev.com>, 
a unique e-mail client constructed around the FoxTrot 
core search capabilities. PowerMail is widely recognized 
as one of the best programs for processing e-mail (in-
cluding spam filtering) and managing mail archives.

Be In Touch

Subscribe to the FoxTrot-discuss mailing list to obtain 
the latest information on FoxTrot and discuss with other 
users.

You may join or leave the mailing list by sending an 
email to requests@ctmdev.com with the subject "sub-
scribe foxtrot-discuss" or "unsubscribe foxtrot-discuss".
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